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Dear Sir / Madam
Infinity Design Win at Australian Design Awards
TZ Limited (“TZL”, the “Company”) is pleased to announce that its wholly owned design services
subsidiary, Infinity Design Pty Limited (“Infinity”), was the recipient of two Good Design Awards at the
2014 Good Design Awards Gala Dinner held in Sydney last night.
Infinity was chosen from a strong field of over 150 Australian and International entries which qualified
for Good Design® Selection. Given the large number of entries, the benchmark for selection was set
very high with finalists having to satisfy criteria covering form, function, safety, sustainability, quality,
commerciality and innovation.
Infinity took out a Good Design Award in the Consumer Electronics category for the “Emergence
Speaker” and also took out the overall Powerhouse Museum Award for its “Multi-Fresh Fruit Bowl”.
The Powerhouse Museum Design Award recognises the importance of design in harnessing the
challenges of science and technology to make a positive impact on our lives.
The Emergence Speaker designed by Infinity, is the next generation in audio technology from
Queensland company, Acoustic3D. It is the world’s first range of audio speakers that can produce
three-dimensional sound by generating acoustic holograms.
The Multi-Fresh Fruit Bowl was designed to bridge the need to package and protect a fruit hamper
during delivery to businesses with the ability to transform into an attractive fruit bowl for presentation
in a corporate lunchroom or boardroom. The product was designed, developed and is supplied by
Infinity for Queensland’s high needs disability support organisation, Multicap, who provides
employment opportunities for people with disabilities.
Executive Chairman, Mark Bouris stated, “It is a tremendous achievement for our design subsidiary to
be recognized for its design capabilities and to win against an impressive collection of world class
designs and international brands. We truly have world class product design capabilities and together
with our strong software capability, this will underpin the next generation of TZ products. Well done to
Glenn Bevan and his team.”

About Infinty Design Pty Limited
Infinity Design Pty Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary of TZ Limited, acquired in August 2013 that
provides product design and development services to the Australian market. Infinity is also
responsible for TZ’s product development initiatives and to this end, has been heavily involved in all
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aspects of design and engineering for the company including the design and production of the Swing
Handle, customisation of Parcel Locker systems and for the transitioning of manufacturing to Asian
based suppliers.
For additional information on TZ Limited, please visit www.tz.net.
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